ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
from the rupture of the Peace of Amiens, being the renewed
declaration of war by England on France, in May 1803,an^ does
not close until the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo in June 1815.
It covers, therefore, twelve years. And it differs from the first
phase in the following respects:
 (1)	The complete domination of Napoleon, who becomes
Emperor in the second year of the war (1804), throws the
Revolutionary effort into a single hand, and that the hand of
the greatest  military  genius  Europe had known since  the
Romans; one who was also the greatest legislator and the most
energetic and lucid of all rulers.
 (2)	The ideas and system of the French Revolution, firmly
settled in the west of Europe, were carried, through the success
of France against the renewed coalitions, all over the Continent
—up to the borders of Russia.   Much of the social system, still
more the legal system, and, more than all, the general ideas of
the new time were established all over Europe.
 (3)	At the same time, partly by reaction against Napoleon,
more by the example of France and " the religion of patriotism,"
which England as well as France had set as an example to
Europe, the spirit of Nationalism takes root.  The old monarchies
controlling populations of mixed origins lose their moral strength,
and difference of race and language become of greater and
greater importance, so that Europe henceforward becomes more
and more conscious of different nations, each devoted to its
national existence and regarding this as even superior to the old
claims of transcendental religion.   Under the surface the great
line of cleavage between the Protestant and Catholic cultures
remains, but what men became conscious of is their German
race, their Slav race, their Polish nationality, or their Italian
nationality.
 (4)	The idea of a compromise with the Revolution was
abandoned.   The thing became a duel to the death between the
Revolutionary idea, with Napoleon at its head, and the old
monarchies and oligarchies.  Of these all save Russia succumbed
to the French armies and the popular enfranchisement to which
they appealed.    Yet to this also there was another kind of
exception in Spain, where a French occupation and usurpation
of the throne (1807) roused intense resistance, the populace
being indifferent or hostile to the Revolutionary ideas of social
equality and the rest.
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